
First Time
Leading
Teams

2020

A 1-day training to get all the tips, the tools and knowledge

you need to kickstart your journey as a people

manager.

Facilitated by:
Maxime Castéra
Managing Director ENTERVALS
 

Vincent Jauneau
Product Manager ENTERVALS

There will be small breaks in the morning
and in the afternoon.

> Learn from practical
real life experience.

> Get specific answers
to your challenge as a
new people manager.

> Leave with a toolbox
specifically crafted to
make you successful.

> Management
   Training

> Entervals.com

Timing
09:00 Beginning of the training.

12:30 Lunch Break.

17:00 End of the training.
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Team theory.
Empathy.
Leading as a coach.
Managing "old friends".
Dealing with past promises.
Delegating well.

Should you take that promotion?
Why expertise is not your friend?
Rising from inside or outside the team.

Programme

Part 1 : Yesterday

Your first 30 days.

Q&A

Q&A

Part 3: Tomorrow

Toolbox
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Part 2: Today

> Interactive session.

> In-house training for
6+ participants, or
public training.

> Tailor-made for your
unique management
context.



For more than a decade he has helped organizations kickstart, deploy, scale
autonomous product teams, locally and globally, from scale-ups to large
corporations.
 
To that end he has developed impactful team development consulting
programs, through his company Entervals and his branded method
TeamPitfalls®. 
 
Maxime finds his passion in pushing the boundaries of Lean & Agile product
development approaches involving deep usage of strategic play techniques.
 
He lives and works by this quote attributed to Plato: "You can discover more
about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation."

Maxime has spent the last 12 years leading
engineering organizations in diverse industries such
as medical, aerospace, robotics, A/V or fintech.
 
Either as an external consultant or as part of a
management team, Maxime specializes in making
work, ideas, problems but also people visible in the
organization.

Vincent has a diverse background, as he moved from
the Academic to the Corporate world while evolving in
the innovative and lean ecosystem of startups and
makerspaces.
 
Nowadays he helps organizations developing better
teams, by working directly with teams or at
management level (or both).

Facilitators

Vincent loves designing immersive and participative learning experiences
to boost collective thinking and make the most of everyone's contribution
and talent within a team.
 
His current favorite quote is: “Inspiration exists, but it has to find you
working.” (Picasso)
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